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私は、『総合都市研究~ 43号に IAchievements 
and Problems of Japanese Urban Planning 


































































































































































































































































































































































































本来制自u新建〉→土木・緑地とγョイYトセミナーetc 7。ヲンナー 組織への展開 民主計画家連合




F典型に資金とマンハー '}- F典型を普及展開 組織的な保障
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ん。ハワードのTo-morrow:A Peaceful Path 
















































































































































8) Ebenezer Howard (1898)“To-morrow: A 
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議で JapaneseUrban Land Use Policy: in 
































31)この点については、 Harrison，Michael (1989) 
“The Garden City Association Conferenωat 




























The Year of 2019 (2019年)， Planning History (計画史)， Future Pros問cts(将来展望)， 
Peaceful Path to Real Reform (改革への平和な道)， Citizen's Participation (住民参加)
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The author retired from the Center for Urban Studies(CUS)， Tokyo Metropolitan 
University(TMU) at the end of March 1995 and gave a final commemorative lecture at the 
CUS and the Graduate School of Urban Scienc港 TMUon March 18. The contents and an 
outline of the lecture were as fol1ows: 
1. On a ‘final commemorative lecture' 
2. The significance of the title of lecture 
The year of 2019 / Why the history 'toward'? / A role of historical studies in urban 
science / What is the subtitle suggesting 
3. To conceive of 2019 
A role of conceiving the future prosp田tsin urban science / Can we view the year of 
2019? / A film titled ‘Tokyo in twenty years hence' by Hideaki Ishikawa / Getting rid 
of the way to an urban inferno / Can we exp配ta rosy future? / Read the current of 
the times or the megatrends of social and economic conditions in Japan 
4. Desirable and possible prospects of urban areas and urban planning 
Five tasks or the prospects by an actualist / Ratcheting to the deterioration of urban 
built environments / Realizing good urban built environments / Advan四dand dem∞ratic 
planning administration by local governments /臥mocraticand systematic planning 
legislation / Urban planning as a knowledge common to citizens 
5. A peaceful path to the prospects 
Seven principles of the peaceful path / Steps to the goal / Serious obstacles in the 
path 
6. Epilogue 
The significance of the title : 
The title of final lecture was “A Planning History toward 2019 - a peaceful path to real 
reform of Japanese planning. The title of ‘a planning history toward 2019' may be said in 
other words ‘a planning history to be written in 2019'. Of course the subtitle of lecture 
fol1ows after the title of Ebenezer Howard's famous book ‘To-morrow - a peaceful path to 
real reform' published in 1898. The author intended to suggest by the subtitle that the 
history toward 2019 reforming Japanese urban planning should be achieved without any social 
confusion or economic recession. 
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The title suggested very wel1 the idea of the final lecture. The year of 2019 is one 
hundred years since 1919 when Japan had the first and consistent planning legislation i. e. 
Town Planning Act and Urban Building Act， fifty years since 1969 when the fully revised 
new Town Planning Act of 1968 was enforced and around a quarter century from now. 
Moreover， the year a quarter century hence be regarded as‘the year not so late in the next 
century' which is a word often used in talking about the ‘future' and is an appropriate and 
foreseeable year of goal for a long term urban plan. As the year of 2019 is very important 
for the Japanese urban planning， 1 believe， a splendid commemorative ceremony will be held 
in the year and a book on the Japanese planning history will be published. 
What will be recorded in the book about the history of Japanese urban planning during 
the next quarter century? Whether we will be able to commemorate splendid achievements in 
coming twenty five year or not. The answers depend very much on our planning efforts from 
now on. To record good achievements in the book which叩1be written in 2019， how and on 
what points we should concentrate our efforts in the field of urban planning during the next 
quarter ωntury? To find the answer for this question is nothing but to write now an outline 
of the book of planning history written in 2019. This is the significance of the title of final 
lecture. 
The author' s intention was to set out a desirable and possible goal， to find a peaceful 
path to the goal and to elaborate a strategy to manage planning. 
To conceive of 2019 : 
It is very important for urban planning or urban science not only to forecast the future 
conditions of urban areas according to trends but also conceive desirable prospects or a goal 
of the urban built environments in the future. Because recognizing a wide discrepancy between 
desirable prospects and possible undesirable results， we can find causes of the discrepancy and 
to find the counter measures to eliminate elements involved in v配torof urban trends which 
might guide urban areas to undesirable results. 
Whether we can conceive the year of 2019 not as merely dream but as an idea with 
reality or not is depend upon not only techniques of forecasting but also upon measures to 
realize it. Immediately after the World War 1， Dr. Hideaki Ishikawa(1893-1955) who was 
working as a planning officer and was responsible to the reconstruction urban planning of 
Tokyo， made a film titled 'Tokyo in twenty years hence' and forecasted res叫tsof reconstruction 
projects. However the results after twenty years were far from expected， because not only 
the plans were too much fantastic but also they could not have enough measures to realize 
the plans. 
Not only immediately after the World War 1 i.e. fifty years ago but also in the 
present， 1 am afraid we caIl not expect a rosy future or good results in 2019. However at 
least we must get rid of a way to an urban inferno of which Dr. Uzo Nishiyama(1911-1994) 
had been anticipating as the future of Japanese urban areas and gave warning. 
We need to read the current of the times or the megatrends of Japanese society and 
economy. The author pointed out seven important characters of the present megatrends which 
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he read provisionally; a long and deep depression of Japanese economy / a faint sign of 
growing reformist group in political chaos / contradicting and confronting two tendencies in 
decentralization of administration / a coming serious stage of aged society / difficulty to fil 
the gap betw田nglobalizing pollution and citizen's r田ognition/ changes of citizen's preference 
from physically wealth to mental satisfaction including contradicting phases / difficulty to 
resolve Tokyo's unipolarization phenomena in spite of the enforcement of the Act for 
Removal of Capital Functions. He suggested the direction of trends is very serious and signs 
of improving is very slight. 
Desirable and possible prospects of the Japane鵠 urbanarea and planning: 
The author who is not always a pessimist but an actualist set out five points as an outline 
of the future prospects in 2019 or more correctly as tasks to get through. 
The first prospect or task is to stop constructing low standard built environments any 
more and to ratchet the procedure of urban deterioration. This may be regarded as very 
limited one as the prospect in twenty five years hen偲.However it is very important point as 
a basis to improve Japanese urban areas and urban planning as he mentioned in his paper 
titled ‘Achievements and problems of Japanese Urban Planning - Ever Recurring Urban Dual 
Structures' published in Comprehensive Urban Studies No. 43， 1991. 
The second prospects or task is to realize and increase areas of good urban built 
environments of many types as many as possible. Surely Japan have had many good urban 
built environments recently but these are limited to business and commercial areas or 
residential areas of rather high costs. We need much more urban built environments intimate 
for ordinary citizens which they recognized for their own living environments. 
The third prosp田tsis to promote and realize the advanced planning administration by 
not a few municipalities under citizen's participation. The author indicated a few good 
examples of municipalities in planning administration and necessity to popularize their 
expenences . 
The fourth is to establish a democratic and systematic planning legislation. The author 
suggested some points to be improved; to unite the Town Planning Act and the planning 
provisions of Building Standard Act / to incIude non-urban land uses and non-urban 
industries in the scope of urban planning / to systematize land use planning systems using his 
idea on land use right / to combine land taxation with land use planning system / to improve 
and systematIze betterment levy systems / to improve citizen's participation system and to 
put in statutory form of municipal assemblies' participation to urban planning / to establish 
clear relationship between planning laws and local ordinances for planning. 
The last but not least is to make the knowledge about urban planning common to 
every ordinary citIzen through school education for children and adult education. 
A peaceful path to the prospects : 
The author propose seven principles of the peaceful path to real reform of Japanese urban 
planning. Those are as f ollows : 
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The Principles of the responsibility for urban planning: 
1) To make municipalities main responsible bodies for urban planning through improving 
their planning ability under citizen's participation. 
2) To improve citizen's knowledge about conditions of urban areas and urban planning and to 
realize their participation to plan making and enforcement of improvement proj田tsand to 
make them responsible to cooperative planning. 
3) To develop function and organization of planners and to make them to serve to the public 
and local people. 
4) The principle of urban development projects: To restrict intensive land use and attach 
much importance to cooperative urban improvement projects. To make clear the objects of 
and the responsibility to urban development proj配tsand realize a real partnership among the 
public bodies， cooperative bodies， private companies and citizens. 
5) The principle of planning legislation: To realize a systematic and manageable， simple and 
understandable planning legislation. To transfer the planning authority completely to 
municipalities. 
6) The principle of land ownership and land taxation: To avoid the land bubble phenomenon 
coming again and make clear the relation between benefit and levy. To establish the 
autonomy of taxation by municipalities and guarantee the independency of municipal budget. 
7) The principle of political circumstance: To unite al democratic political groups which 
agree to realize these principles systematically. 
The author instead of talking of a planning history toward 2019 in detail suggested 
thr田 stepsto the goal in 2019 using an outline of chronological diagram which the author 
elaborated and used to show the historical perspectives of planning achievements. The first 
step or the first period is from 1995 to around 2002 which characterize as the period to 
realize typical cases， in every task and principle. In the second period from around 2003 to 
2009 we must spread and popularize the models widely and in the last period from around 
2010 to 2019 inheriting the achievements of former two periods we should make the preparation 
to attain the goal. 
If a big disaster such as the Hanshin-Awaji great earthquake would hit urban areas it 
might be a serious obstacle to the Japanese urban planning for reaching the desirable and 
possible goals. Moreover， without such natural disasters there might be many obstacles in 
the way. Because it is very dif 
Epilogue: 
The author talked about the prologue to the future as a epilogue of his final lecture. 
Nevertheless a scenario to白theurban planning drama to the year of 2019 was not fully 
prepared and we have only an outline of it， the curtain already raised and the drama have 
opened. We must think that we do have an outline of the scenario compared we have had 
not any. The author concluded his lecture saying that he will act for a while as one of the 
actors in the planning drama to the goal of 2019. 
